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Features

Height: 38.00 cm.
Weight: 790.00 g.
Dishwasher proof No

Brand: XD Design
Minimum quantity: 3 Unit(s)
Material: rpet
Capacity: 10500 ml
Length: 26.50 cm.
Width: 14.00 cm.

When you print your logo and message on the Bobby Hero
Small, Anti-theft backpack, you have extra space to maximize
the visibility of your logo! The Bobby Hero series is still
cut-resistant, and hidden zips and compartments are still
among the key features. Of course, the USB charging port is
still integrated, it is water-repellent, has reflective safety strips
and padded inner compartments for a 13.3" laptop and a
tablet up to 12.9". Made from rPET from recycled PET bottles.
The Bobby Pro is also sustainable and made with AWARE™
Tracer. AWARE™ guarantees the use of genuine recycled fabric
materials and claims water reduction through the use of
AWARE disruptive physical tracer and blockchain technology.
Each Bobby Hero Small saves 12 liters of water and 21 plastic
bottles were used. Would you like to show that your company
is committed to sustainability? This backpack is made
sustainably with recycled polyethylene terephthalate,
polyurethaan. So you know you're making an environmentally
conscious choice! What's more, the material of this backpack
is recycled polyethylene terephthalate, polyurethaan, which
means you can count on a quality item. This anti-theft
backpack also protects you against pickpockets. The hidden
pockets and cut-resistant material protect your belongings.
Weighing just 790 grams, you'll be carrying a strong bag on
your shoulders. The backpack has a capacity of 10.5 L. In
addition, this backpack has a handy compartment for
your 13.3 laptop or tablet. Have your logo and message
printed on the backpack and leave a lasting impression!
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Do you have a specific question or do you want more information about this
item, please call 1800 800 801.
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